Let r be a given prime. Then a monoid M is the endomorphism monoid of a field of characteristic v if and only if either M is a finite cyclic group or M is a right cancellative monoid and M has an element of infinite order in its centre. The main lemma is the technical base of the present and other papers.
Introduction
J. De Groot [4] asked whether the automorphism groups of fields can be prescribed or, at least, whether there exists a field the automorphism group of which is isomorphic to the infinite group of integers. W. Kuyk [5] solved the special question of J. De Groot by proving the existence of a field in question. As a corollary of a much stronger result the original problem of J. De Groot is solved by E. Fried and J. Roller [2] : A monoid is isomorphic to the endomorphism monoid of a field of characteristic zero if and only if the monoid is right cancellative. Moreover they proved that each group occurs as the automorphism group of a field of characteristic v , where r is a given odd prime. The mapping sending each element to asked exactly the same question as the title above. The aim of the present paper is to prove as an answer the theorem which can be found in the abstract.
Review of the technique
For the basic notions and for the customary technique see the textbooks of G. Gra'tzer [3] , of A. Pultr and V. TrnkovS [6] and of B. L. van der Waerden [9] .
Up to now there was no result concerning the endomorphism monoids of fields of characteristic two, because the endomorphisms in that case can not be handled by adding square roots. Only the case q = 2 of the third lemma, that means the case of extensions by square roots, was known: the first lemma in E. Fried [7] and the sixteenth, the twenty-third and the twenty-fourth lemma in E. Fried and J. Kollar [2] , It was obvious that it should be enough to take third roots instead of square roots, but it seemed to be hopeless to calculate the occurring technical details. The case q = 3 of the third lemma solves these problems.
In order to make the generatum of the Frobenius endomorphism not to be a direct summand an essential change is needed in the conventional technique: at the process of extension,independent systems of new elements must be added instead of adding single elements. It must be done in such a way that the motion of the elements inside these systems must imitate the motion of the whole field. In consequence of the existence of the Frobenius endomorphism none of the single elements would be fixed, but such a system of elements can be fixed. This system of elements is nothing else but the unary algebra appearing in the main lemma.
Field theoretic investigations ABEL'S THEOREM. A polynomial x -b of prime degree k over a field L is reducible if, and only if, b is a k -power in L.
A simple proof can be found in the textbook of L. Redei [7] .
FIRST LEMMA. Let L be a field of characteristic r. Consider the pure algebraic extension Lit) , where x n -t is an irreducible polynomial in the ring L[x], and n is a prime different from r. Let m be^an integer, where r\m and 2 < m . Then the m -power of an element of L(t) belongs to the subfield L if and only if the element is of the form ct , where c £ L , 0 < k < n and n\km. If in addition (m,n) = 1 then an element of L has an m -root in Lit) if and only if it has one in L.
Proof. Let K be the smallest algebraic extension of L containing all the n -roots of unity. The degree of the extension K/L is less than n. So the irreducibility of x -t over L implies that t is never an n -power in K. Consequently by Abel *s theorem x -t is irreducible over K. So any element b of Kit) can be uniquely o n-1 written in the form: 
Sixth, we prove the fifth property. Let x be s-high in K. 
, where m is an integer, .z \ f(.z) and
and some p -th power of y is f(.z)/g(.z).
Let k = max{n ; y $. F(n+1,0)}. By the first lemma and by the first property y = (T, + -IZ) • (u(,z)/x>( z))
, where u and v are polynomials over F, and 0 < b < p. Now we arrive at the equation
Ff.z], Consider the powers of the irreducible factor ,z in that equation. 
is divisible by p . This is a contradiction, and so the quotient
. Therefore by the second lemma 
For the details see L. Redei [7] and property, we get:
T h i s i m p l i e s t h a t n = 0 , g( .z) = 1 , q\m a n d f(.z) = (.z)
So x also has the desired form: 
sending the subfield F into F" and sending the subset R into /?" , is called a speoial-homomorphism. If the two special extensions are the same, then we use the expression "endo" instead of "homo". First case : the variable y belongs to the subalgebra generated by
THE MAIN LEMMA (SECOND PART). Let us take two special extensions: F(E,(Y,f),p,q) and F"(E" 3 (Y",f"),p,q), where each of the sets A(y) and
So there is a u < y and a j £ (0 such that y is the J*-* 1 image of w under the operation f. By the conditions
.y must be (.u) for i £ u , and t(b,y) must be (t(-\/b,u))
for fc £ 5fj/;. so in this case K = F .
Second case : the variable y does not belong to the subalgebra generated
, but the subalgebras generated by {M : w £ Y u < y} and {y} are not disjoint. So there is a u < y and a (7 / j £ 0) such that M is the j image of y under the operation f. So F (y) must be the pure inseparable extension of F by the -y "
polynomial (x) -u. Now .y must belong to F (y) as the element
J.u does for i £ u , and t(b,y) must belong to F fj/J as the element ,u) does for i> £ B(y). So in this case K = F (y).
Third case : the subalgebras generated by {u : u £ Y u < y) and by {y} are disjoint subalgebras of (Y,f). So y is transcendental over is an algebraically independent system of elements over the primefield, for y € Y." . 3 
FIRST SUBLEMMA. Let Q(x) denote the following sentence: "There exists a non-zero element u in F and an element w in F(E,(Y,f),p,q) \F, where w is p-high in F(E,(Y,f),p,q), w-u is the q -power of an element v of F(E,(Y,f)

FOURTH SUBLEMMA. Under the condition of the second part of the main lemma, suppose that a given homomorphism h of F(E,(Y,f),p,q) into F"(E",(l",f"),p,q) maps the subfield F into F" ! Then the following implications hold: (a) if h(x) £ F" and Q(x) , then Q"(h(x)) (b) if h(y) £ F" and E(a,y) 3 then E"(h(a),h(y))
available
(c) if h(y) f F" and V(y) , then Q"(l/h(y)) (d) if none of the sets A(y) and A(y") is empty, then if h(y) £ F" and V(y) , then V"(h(y)).
Note: in particular, each of these implications holds if h is a special homomorphism.
Proof. (a) The validity of Q(x) is certified by suitable elements u, V and w. The images of these elements certify the validity of Q"(h(x)) , since h(w) £ F" by the assumption h(x) £ F". 
The restriction h is really a unar homomorphism of (R,g) into 
g"(h(.y)) and
It
I* is u h(g(t(b,y))) = h((t(b,y)) r ) = (h(t(b,y))f = g"(h(t(b,y))). For b £ B(y) (h(t(b,y))) q = h((t(b,y) q )) = h(y -b) = h(y) -h(b) = (t(h(b),h(y))) q , therefore (h(t(b,y))/t(h(b),h(y)
Let F" be the prime field of characteristic r. Let
are pairwise distinct primes, and the u n a r s a n d the bipartite graphs of the skins are defined as follows: First we prove that Q is surjective. Let n 6 M be arbitrary.
We construct an ascending chain of endomorphisms h. < h^ < h n < < h. 
